Predicting Functional Modules of Liver Cancer Based on Differential Network Analysis.
Complex diseases are generally caused by disorders of biological networks or/and mutations in multiple genes. The efficient and systematic identification of functional modules can not only supply effective diagnosis and treatment in clinic, but also benefit in further in-depth analysis of the pathological mechanism of complex diseases. In this study, we applied the method of differential network to identify functional modules between control and disease samples, which are different from most of the current approaches that focus on differential expression. In particular, we applied our approach to analyze transcriptome data of liver cancer in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA, https://cancergenome.nih.gov/), and we obtained two modules associated with liver cancer. One is a functional gene module that contains a set of liver cancer-related genes, and another is an lncRNA (long non-coding RNA) module that includes liver cancer-related lncRNAs. The results of survival analysis and classification show that the functional modules cannot only be used as effective modular biomarkers to identifying liver cancer, but also predict the prognosis of liver cancer. The method can identify functional modules in genes and lncRNA from liver cancer, and these modules can be used to do prognosis detection and further study in mechanism of liver cancer.